Motivational Speaker

This Is What Lee Does:

!

Lee is a Motivational Speaker, PowerPoint Surgeon and Presentation Coach
who works in business and education to help people find the good stuﬀ that
helps them to be their best. People say that he is funny, engaging, insightful
and a "breath of fresh air”. He doesn't do boring and is allergic to bullet
points. He’s also a Fellow of the Professional Speaking Association (PSA).

!
This Is How He Helps:
!

He delivers great presentations with content that is fresh and new, all
delivered in an approachable style that engages even the most reluctant
audiences. He loves the graveyard slot after lunch. No jargon, nothing overcomplicated, just the good stuﬀ that changes people's lives and increases
profit.

!
He Delivers This:
!

‘How To Enjoy And Succeed at Work and Life’: The real steps to holistic
success based on solid research not random ideas. Ideal for uplifting staﬀ
training days and conferences.

!

‘Powerpoint Surgery’: Lee is one of the world's leading slide design experts.
A Powerpoint Surgeon if you will. He weans people oﬀ death by powerpoint
and bad bullet points by coaching good slide design for maximum impact.
Not many people train people on Slides or Powerpoint but we use it all the
time! Lee’s book ‘Powerpoint Surgery’ was released in 2013 and became an
Amazon top ten seller.

!

'Presentation Coaching': Executive coaching and training on presentation
skills for the real world. If you speak better you go further, earn more money
for your business and build your confidence. Why learn from a trainer who’s
just read a manual? Learn from one of the most experienced speakers in the
UK with over 20 years of experience speaking to a diverse range of audiences
in many diﬀerent contexts.

!

‘How To Enjoy And Succeed At School And College’: His funny and multimedia motivational talk for the education sector.

!
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"Lee has worked with
us as a presentation
consultant...There were
some great conclusions
from his work. He
weaned the presenters
oﬀ wordy slides and
challenged them to
learn their script. He
was friendly,
professional and very
knowledgeable on
presentation skills and
PowerPoint / slide
design. We look
forward to working with
him again."
Director of Retail
Communications Specsavers Optical
Group

“If you EVER have to give a presentation - to anybody - then make sure you
see and hear Lee first because he will ensure your impact, and that of your
slides and massively enhanced. He is just brilliant!”
Roger Harrop - The CEO Expert, Past President of the PSA and has
delivered over 110 CEO groups
“Lee went to great lengths to understand our business and the outcomes we
strived for...the time we spent with Lee delivered some immediate outcomes
with presentations... since then I have seen improved client feedback and no
doubt it has contributed to our businesses upward growth”
Business Development Manager - Firmstep
“It's amazing how many people in business use PowerPoint without having a
clue how to use it...Enter Lee Jackson...here's someone who knows how to
use it...properly... buy his book. It transformed the thinking of my team...”
Learning and Development Manager - Asda Stores Ltd

